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Quick-Guard® Modular Safety Panels

Quick-Guard® Modular Panels are available 
in two versions: Quick-Guard® S, and 
Quick-Guard® E.  The two versions can be 
used individually or combined if desired. 
The fencing systems are also easy to adjust 
when production equipment is modified and/
or moved. Quick-Guard® E is engineered 
to be installed quickly and cost effectively, 
because it consists of a minimum of 
components that include aluminum profile 
fence posts with floor brackets, patented 
net-locks, fastening brackets, u-profiles and 
welded mesh or polycarbonate panels. All 
parts for Quick-Guard® and pre-assembled 
doors are delivered immediately from stock. 
The few components of the fencing system 
make it easy for you to custom build and install 
the fencing system onsite at your facility.

The strength of the fencing system comes from the fact that the welded 
mesh and/or panels of polycarbonate are locked into the profile. The outer wire 
of the mesh is locked in profile fence posts by uniquely designed netlocks, making the panel 
virtually as strong as being welded. The polycarbonate panels are locked in with specially designed 
infill-locks which, according to our tests, have been as strong as the mesh net-lock system. If you want additional 
strength, you can choose a sturdier profile measuring 44 x 88 mm instead of the standard 44 x 44 mm profile.

Your custom solution
Combining Quick-Guard® E and Quick-Guard® 
S is easy to do and enables you to make the 
system work for your application. Each of the 
panels and posts use standard ABB JOKAB 
SAFETY hardware, and will fit together 
seamlessly. Further customize your safety 
fence by adding standard ABB JOKAB
SAFETY accessories from the catalog - all 
of the parts will work together with ease. 
Quick-Guard® Modular Safety fencing panels 
reduce high labor and engineering costs 
because the panels are already designed 
and come partially assembled with all of the 
necessary fittings. Mesh can easily be cut 
down with bolt cutters to fit your application, or as 
production equipment is modified or moved. Quick-Guard® 
is environmentally friendly. All components in the fencing system can 
easily be disassembled and reused. All materials in the Fencing System are 
100% recyclable. 
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Quick-Guard® E can be ordered in different sections consisting of a few components.  
By combining the different sections, one can easily build a complete fencing system.  
You can order Quick-Guard® E by part number, or contact the office for an estimate  
of your fencing requirements. Quote lead time for Quick-Guard® E is same day, and  
orders are often shipped the same day a purchase  order is received.  
Consult the charts below to find the  
section that suits your needs.

Vertical posts
Post sizes for Quick-Guard® E sections are either 44x44mm 
or 44x88mm. Each post comes with one yellow end cap, one 
mesh support screw, two floor brackets and six net locks. 
Posts come unassembled. Part numbers for each width can 
be found in the chart.

Post width Post height Part number

44 x 44mm
2000mm  

(6’ 7”)
2TLA858000R9800

44 x 88mm                      
2000mm  

(6’ 7”)
2TLA858000R9900

Hinged door
Door widths are measured from inside to inside of each 
vertical post. Each door comes with all required hardware 
(frame, brackets, handle, hinges, stops and magnetic catch) 

shown in the drawing to the left. Door panels 
come assembled.

Fence section
Panel widths are all from center to center 
of vertical posts. Each panel comes with 
the aluminum u-channel assembled, and 
with net locks to secure both sides of the 
mesh to vertical posts. Part numbers for 
each panel can be found in the chart.

Panel width (center to center) Part number

1100mm  
(3’ 7”)

2TLA858001R0000

1500mm  
(4” 11”)

2TLA858001R0100

Hinged door panel 
 (opening size)

Part number

934mm  
(36”)

2TLA858001R0200

Quick-Guard® E

Sliding door panel 
 (opening size)

Part number

934mm  
(36”)

2TLA858001R0300

Door widths are measured from 
inside to inside of each vertical post. 
Each door comes with all required 
hardware (frame, brackets, handle, 
stops and magnetic catch) shown in 
the drawing to the left. Door panels 
come assembled.

Sliding door
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Installation of Quick-Guard® E

1. All vertical posts come assembled with floor brackets 
and set screw.  Mesh panels come assembled with 

u-channel mounted on top and bottom of the panel.  Your 
first task should be to locate your fence line.

 

2. Place the first mesh panel on top of the set screw 
already fixed to the vertical post.  Push the mesh into 

the profile, and make sure that it is seated firmly in the t-slot 
the whole length of the vertical post.

3. Insert the next vertical post, making sure again that 
the mesh is seated firmly along the whole length of 

the vertical post.  Continue assembling the sections using 
steps 2 and 3.  The distance between the vertical posts can 
be adjusted slightly, and angles of up to 20 degrees can be 
achieved without using hinges.

4. After the mesh and vertical posts have been set up, use 
the steel net locks to fix the mesh to the vertical post.  

After all mesh has been locked into place, lag the vertical 
posts to the floor.
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Quick-Guard® S can be ordered in different sections consisting of a few 
components. By combining the different sections, one can easily build a complete 
fencing system. You can order Quick-Guard® S by part number, or contact the 
office for an estimate of your fencing requirements. Quote lead time for Quick-
Guard® S is same day, and orders are often shipped the same day a purchase order 
is received. Consult the charts below to find the section that suits your needs.

Vertical posts
Post sizes for Quick-Guard® S sections are either 44x44mm 
or 44x88mm. Each post comes with one yellow end cap, one 
mesh support screw, two floor brackets and six net locks. 
Posts come unassembled. Part numbers for each width can 
be found in the chart.

Post width Post height Part number

44 x 44mm
2134mm  

(7’)
2TLA858001R0400

44 x 88mm
2134mm  

(7’)
2TLA858001R0500

Panel width  
(center to center)

Part number

584mm  
(1’ 11”)

2TLA858001R0600

793mm  
(2’ 7”)

2TLA858001R0700

1542mm  
(5’ 1”)

2TLA858001R0800

Hinged door panel 
 (opening size)

Part number

934mm  
(36”)

2TLA858001R0900

Quick-Guard® S

Fence section
Panel widths are all from outside to outside of vertical 
posts. Each panel comes fully assembled with all necessary 
hardware. Part numbers for each panel can be found in the 
chart.

Hinged door
Door widths are measured from inside to 
inside of each vertical post. Each door comes 
with all required hardware (frame, brackets, 
handle, hinges, stops and magnetic catch) 
shown in the drawing to the left. Door panels 
come assembled.
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Installation of Quick-Guard® S

1. All Quick-Guard® S panels and doors come fully 
assembled and ready to install.  Your first task should be 

to locate your fence line.

3. Place the next mesh panel adjacent to the panel that 
you have already installed, making sure that the vertical 

posts of each panel are aligned.  Secure the panels together 
using the I-fitting that comes with each panel.  Angles can be 
achieved by using accessory JSM 35-K hinge which is sold 
separately.

4.After all mesh panels have been locked into place, lag 
the vertical posts to the floor.

2.Once you have located the fence line, install the first 
panel of fencing, making sure that the fence panel is 

straight and level, and that the floor brackets are facing in the 
direction you would like them.
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ABB Jokab Safety Products

6471 Commerce Drive

Westland, MI US 48185 

Phone: 888-282-2123 

Fax: 800-565-9302 

Web: www.jokabsafetyna.com


